
The FDA has stated that it is the responsibility of the physician to determine the FDA clearance status of each drug or medical 
device they wish to use in clinical practice.
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A Multicenter Comparative Analysis of Ipsilateral Femoral Neck-Shaft Fractures 
Treated at 26 North American Level 1 Trauma Centers
Cory A. Collinge, MD; Griffin R. Rechter, BS; Michael J. Gardner, MD; 
Andres Felipe Rodriguez-Buitrago, MD; H. Claude Sagi, MD; Alan J. Rechter, MD; 
Young Femoral Neck Working Group 

Purpose: Femoral neck fractures (FNFs) in young adults are at high risk for treatment failure. 
FNFs associated with an ipsilateral femoral shaft fractures (“associated FNFs”) may be even 
more difficult to manage due to the complexity of the additional injury and its’ treatment. 
The purpose of this study was to analyze the patients, surgical factors, and outcomes of 
associated FNFs, and then to compare to those with isolated FNFs.
 
Methods: This was a retrospective analysis of 492 patients <50 years old with surgically re-
paired FNFs (OTA/AO 31-B) from 26 North American Level I trauma centers. Patients with 
associated and isolated FNFs were separated for analysis. Patient, surgical, and treatment 
factors were recorded and compared. The main outcome measure was treatment failure of 
the femoral neck, encompassing failed fixation/nonunion, osteonecrosis, malunion (>15 
mm of shortening), and the need for major revision surgery.
 
Results: There were 80 patients with associated FNFs and 412 with isolated FNFs. Patients 
with associated FNFs were younger, had a greater body mass index, and lower incidence 
of end-stage renal disease. Associated FNFs were more frequently displaced, vertically ori-
ented, reduced open, and treated with a fixed-angle device (P <0.05 for all). Overall, 20% of 
associated FNFs experienced treatment failure compared to 49% in isolated FNFs (P <0.001). 
Specifically, associated FNFs sustained fewer failures by nonunion (7.5% vs 26%, P<0.001) 
and malunion (2.6% vs 10%, P = 0.002). Femoral neck shortening was greater in isolated 
FNFs (5.7 mm vs 2.0 mm, P<0.001). Osteonecrosis and the need for major reconstructive 
surgery did not exhibit a significant difference between groups. The number of devices (ie, 
1 vs 2 implants) used to treat both fractures in associated FNFs was not associated with 
treatment failure.
 
Conclusion: Overall, young patients with associated FNFs have a superior prognosis com-
pared to patients who sustain an isolated FNF. The demographics of patients with associated 
FNFs, the characteristics of the FNF, and the subsequent treatment outcomes were signifi-
cantly different than isolated FNFs, which may explain their lower rates of treatment failure.

 



See the meeting website for complete listing of authors’ disclosure information. Schedule and presenters subject to change.
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